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Meat Specials 
May 8th through May 12th

Indian Ridge Provisions Exclusive PA Proud Seth Hershey Angus Beef 
Have you been searching for a true source-verified “farm-to-table” beef offering?   
Your search is officially over.  Indian Ridge has partnered our PA Proud label with 
Hershey Lancaster Angus Beef in Lancaster County.  This 4th generation family  
owned farm raises corn, wheat, barley…and of course…BEEF.  Black Angus USDA  
Choice cattle is raised in Lancaster County – what could be better for your  
menu or feature board?  
(1PA109EH) BF RIB BONE-IN EXPORT, PA HERSHEY          17 lb average         
(1PACBS**)    BF RIB STK, BONE-IN, BUTCHER, HERSHEY  12/14 - 22/24oz      
(1PADELH*)   BF RIB STK, BNLS, PA HERSHEY, **oz              8 to 16oz               
    
      
Domestic Lamb Loin Chops  
Nothing matches the flavor profile of domestic grain-fed lamb.  These loin chops  
resemble “mini” porterhouse and T-bone chops and make a phenomenal plate  
presentation.  An added benefit is the affordable price tag that costs you less  
then rack chops to serve.  
(2GLLC*)      LB LOIN CHOP, DOMESTIC, 4 TO 10 oz                                                 
 
 
Lamb Lollipop Chops 
The Appetizer for the discriminating chef…… “Lollipop” Lamb Chops are cut  
from Australian, grain fed, frenched lamb racks.  Each chop is approximately  
2.75 oz. Don’t miss an opportunity to pair them as a succulent center of the  
plate option. Take advantage of this incredible price for lamb while minimizing  
labor and cost during this busy Mother’s Day week. 2/3oz portions  
(204FACC)    LB CHOPS, LOLLI-POP STYLE(FROZEN)                                                                                   
 
 
Hudson Valley Raspberry Linzer Tart 
Homemade raspberry jam made fresh from whole raspberries gives this  
dessert a natural raspberry taste. The jam is poured into a thin crust and  
topped with hand-crafted lattice work.  This will make your Mother’s Day  
dessert menu the easiest part of your busy week. 
(FH2RL11)    DESSERT HV RASPBERRY LINZER TART,11" 2/CS              
 
OR TRY Hudson Valley Individual desserts and accent them with our new Perfect Puree's 
                                       

(FH1ICM)       DESSERT HV IND CHOCO MOUSSE, 24/CS                   
(FH1ICOS)      DESSERT HV IND CHOC ORANGE ZABAGLIONE, 24/CS                                                                                  

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY!

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE - IRPFOODS.COM

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	



Weekly Features
Farm Raised Butterfly Bronzino, head off, PBO: The fish have been carefully 
prepared for stellar plate presentation. The head, back bones and pin bones have been 
removed. The skin is intact and the tail remains on. This is perfect blend of European 
and American presentation. In Europe fish of this size are often served whole with the 
head on and bones in. That presentation is not as readily accepted in the states where 
most consumers do not want to see the head or deal with the bones. We have 
fabricated these fish so you can still present the fish in a natural form without all of the 
negatives that go with whole fish. 7/9oz portions
SBWFB

Large East Coast Day Boat Halibut Fillet, Boneless/Skinless: We are targeting the 
50-125# fish coming from the boats that are fishing daily off the coast of Nova Scotia 
and Newfoundland. These fish will produce thick large fillets with very good fat content.  
SHF

Barramundi Fillet, Skin On, PBO: Prized by chefs and found on the menus of 
Australia and New Zealand’s finest restaurants. It has become the region’s favorite fish. 
Firm, white flesh with a mild but appealing flavor. Preparation possibilities include 
grilling, baking, or pan searing.  
SBMF

Yellowfin Tuna Loins: We are seeing good production of high end fish. The fish are 
averaging 60 - 80 pounds H & G and will possess very good volumes of fat and great 
red color. The loins will average 10 - 15 pounds each with both 2+ and 1# grading 
available. 
#1 - STUNALA
2+ - STUNAL
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Seafood Specials 
May 8th through May 12th

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE - IRPFOODS.COM

	
	


